[The interhemispheric asymmetry of the spatial-temporal organization of cortical potentials in the rabbit].
In experiments on freely moving rabbits the existence of interhemispheric asymmetry of spatial-temporal organization of the cortical potentials in the state of calm alertness was shown. Episodes were revealed of interhemispheric discordance of spatial reconstructions of momentary reliefs of the cortical potentials topograms 1/64-1/3-1/5 s in duration, i.e. periods of the theta- or delta-rhythms. Total duration of time of interhemispheric asymmetry (according to significant divergences in dynamics of resemblance coefficients of consequent reliefs of the cortical potentials topograms) in most cases was not less than 10% and not more than 30% of time of analysis epoch and consisted of discordance episodes both of different global reconstructions of spatial correlations of the left and right hemisphere potentials and of interhemispheric local shifts in spatial organization of the cortex potentials.